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Abstract

Estimates of discharge for martian outflow channels have spanned orders of magnitude due in part to uncertainties in floodwa
A methodology of estimating discharge based on bedforms would reduce some of this uncertainty. Such a methodology based o
phology and granulometry of flood-formed (‘diluvial’) dunes has been developed by Carling (1996b, in: Branson, J., Brown, A.G.,
K.J. (Eds.), Global Continental Changes: The Context of Palaeohydrology. Geological Society Special Publication No. 115, Lon
165–179) and applied to Pleistocene flood-formed dunes in Siberia. Transverse periodic dune-like bedforms in Athabasca Valles,
previously been classified both as flood-formed dunes and as antidunes. Either interpretation is important, as they both imply
quantities of water, but each has different hydraulic implications. We undertookphotoclinometric measurements of these forms, and co
pared them with data from flood-formed dunes in Siberia. Our analysis of those data shows their morphology to be more consi
dunes than antidunes, thus providing the first documentation of flood-formed dunes on Mars. Other reasoning based on contex
hydraulics also supports the bedforms’ classification as dunes. Evidence does not support the dunes being aeolian, although a co
termination cannot be made with present data. Given the preponderance of evidence that the features are flood-formed instead of
applied Carling’s (1996b, in: Branson, J., Brown, A.G., Gregory, K.J. (Eds.), Global Continental Changes: The Context of Palaeoh
Geological Society Special Publication No. 115, London, UK, 165–179) dune-flow model to derive the peak discharge of the flood
formed them. The resultant estimate is approximately 2× 106 m3/s, similar to previous estimates. The size of the Athabascan dune
comparison with that of terrestrial dunes suggests that these martian dunes took at least 1–2 days to grow. Their flattened morphol
that they were formed at high subcritical flow and that the flood flow that formed them receded very quickly.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Athabasca Valles are a distributary outflow channel s
tem at the western end of the Cerberus plains (Fig. 1).
The distribution of flood-formed (‘diluvial’) forms in sca
tered MOC images supports the evidence of the MO
data that the floodwater that carved the channels eme
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from one of the Cerberus Fossae(Burr et al., 2002a, 2002b.
Athabasca Valles appear very young. The most recent r
facing event down the main channel has been dated by c
counting of the channel floor as a few Ma old(Berman
and Hartmann, 2002; Burr et al., 2002b; Werner et
2003). These ages are uncertain because many of the cr
have been determined to be secondaries(McEwen et al.,
2003), and the significance of age dating from count
small craters remains a subject of debate (e.g.,Barlow, 2003;
Bierhaus et al., 2001; McEwen et al., 2004). In addition,
arguments have been presented(Malin and Edgett, 2001
Edgett and Malin, 2003)for exhumed terrain on Mars i
this region, so that crater density would reflect not forma

http://www.elsevier.com/locate/icarus
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Fig. 1. Context image on right shows gridded MOLA topography of the Cerberus region overlain on MOC wideangle images. The region’s three flood chann,
the lava-filled Cerberus plains, and the Cerberus Fossae volcano-tectonic fissures are all indicated. Elysium Mons is to the northwest of the context image;
Amazonis Planitia is to the northeast. The box indicates the upper reach of Athabasca Valles, magnified on left. The footprint of MOC image E10-01384he
location of the dunes shown inFig. 3 (black box), and the flow direction (blue arrows) are indicated. For the electronic version of this paper, colors indicat
elevations, with warm colors being high and coolcolors being low. The contour interval is 50 m.
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but exhumation age (but see(Berman and Hartmann, 200
p. 10) and (Burr et al., 2002b, p. 68)for counter argument
as to why the channel terrain from which the crater cou
are derived is likely not exhumed). Nonetheless, Athaba
Valles show pristine-appearing geomorphology at the re
lution of MOC images, contains very few primary crate
and remains the outflow channel with the youngest mo
age yet derived.

Calculating the instantaneous paleodischarge down A
basca Valles would provide clues to some important inv
tigations on Mars. Because the floodwater was origin
groundwater that emanated from the Cerberus Fossae,
straints on the floodwater paleodischarge would const
the amount and rate of putatively recent subsurface w
movement. In addition to being the source for the flood
ters, the Cerberus Fossae have also been the source
least some of the Cerberus plains lava flows(Plescia, 1990
2003; Keszthelyi et al., 2000; Sakimoto et al., 2001), so that
constraints on the flood paleodischarge could indicate
extent of magma-groundwater/ice interactions. As life
Earth may have begun through interaction between ma
and water in hydrothermal systems (summarized byFarmer,
1998), so might groundwater beneath young volcanic pla
have provided the opportunity for biotic or prebiotic activ
on Mars. Paleodischarge estimates would contribute in
mation to all these investigations.

In this paper, we estimate Athabasca Valles’ paleo
charge using dune-like bedforms. That is, we present da
substantiate the features’ classification as subaqueous d
created during flood flow, and we use these data to cons
the hydraulic paleodischarges associated with their deve
ment. First we summarize previous hydraulic modeling
Mars, and outline the dune-flow model we will use. Then
explain the photoclinometric technique used to derive sl
and height data for the dune forms. We show morphom
-

at

s

ric similarity between terrestrial flood-formed dunes and
Athabascan features, providing the first documentatio
possible diluvial dunes on Mars. We argue against the fo
being antidunes, and also argue against their being aeo
Finally, having concluded that the Athabascan features
flood-formed dunes, we apply Carling’s(1996b)dune-flow
model as another method for estimating paleodischar
and outline some implications about the hydrograph
time variation of discharge) of the flood that formed them

2. Previous paleodischarge calculations

Paleodischarge has been estimated down Athab
Valles(Burr et al., 2002a)with Manning’s equation modified
for martian gravity, i.e.,Q = (0.51/n)AR2/3Θ1/2, whereQ
is the discharge (m/s), n is the frictional coefficient,A is
the cross-sectional area of the flow (m2), R is the hydraulic
radius (m), andΘ is the channel slope(Carr, 1979). The
terrestrial Manning’s equation is an empirical relations
originally derived in 1889 from work on “open channels a
pipes.” The frictional coefficient, Manning’sn, has been de
rived for various types of channels (e.g.,Soil Conservation
Service, 1963; Hicks and Mason, 1991). With such cali-
bration and photographic documentation of channel ty
Manning’s equation provides an effective method for e
mating flow velocities on Earth(Chow, 1964, pp. 7–24).

Manning’s equation has also been used on Mars (
Smith et al., 1998). However, the application of Manning
equation to martian catastrophic floods is uncertain in
estimation of Manning’sn. This derives from two factors
Firstly, the martian terrain cannot yet be seen at the s
resolution as the photographs provided for calculated M
ning’s n (e.g.,Soil Conservation Service, 1963; Hicks a
Mason, 1991), hampering confident comparison to terrest
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terrain with a known Manning’sn. Secondly, the applica
tion of Manning’s equation to catastrophic floods is unc
tain. The Manning’sn value decreases with increasing wa
depth (e.g.,Hicks and Mason, 1991), so that Manning’sn
values for terrain under deep catastrophic flood flow are
ticularly poorly known.

The discharge down Athabasca Valles has also been
mated(Burr, 2003)with a gradually varied, step-backwat
model (HEC-RAS) from the US Army Corps of Eng
neers(Hydrologic Engineering Center, 2001)in which the
gravitational acceleration was modified for martian gr
ity. In common use by engineers for flood prediction, st
backwater models are also used by researchers for es
tion of past terrestrial catastrophic floods (e.g.,O’Connor
and Webb, 1988; O’Connor, 1993; Benito, 1997). These
models are an improvement over at-a-point estimates
rived from Manning’s equation, in that they use more co
plete topographic data to characterize the channel, balan
energy loss among multiple cross-sections(O’Connor and
Webb, 1988). However, uncertainties remain with resp
to choosing some model parameters, such as that ch
terizing the frictional energy losses (e.g., Manning’sn) or
expansion and contraction losses between channel c
sections for deep and high-velocity floods(Carling et al.,
2003). Given the uncertainties of such parameters on Eart
this type of hydraulic modeling is likely less accurate
Mars. This is both because of increased uncertainty in th
selection of Manning’sn values (as discussed above) a
because of increased uncertainties in determining palae
oflood cross-sectional area. Flood modeling depends
ically on the interpreted paleodepth of the floodwater
well as on the amount of channel incision or infill, a
these cannot be interpreted as reliably with remote s
ing as for terrestrial applications. In the absence of pa
height indicators, extraterrestrial modeling (e.g.,Carr, 1979;
Baker and O’Connor, 1988; Komastu and Baker, 19
Smith et al., 1998; Burr et al., 2002a) has commonly as
sumed that flow in the channel is ‘bankfull’ (although mo
recent work integrated high-resolution MOC and MOL
data so as to use geologic criteria for constraining w
height (Burr, 2003)). Bankfull is the flood height beyon
which flood water is dispersed widely over the terrain ad
cent to the channel. It is the point at which the width to de
ratio of the channel reaches a minimum(Carling, 1988), so
that any modeling thus constrained results in the maxim
discharge that the channel could contain. Additional un
tainty is added with the assumption that the present cha
topography approximates theflood channel topography.

These modeling assumptions may be invalid for a
reasons. Catastrophic floods on Earth can both significa
erode and deposit material(Baker, 1978a), and it would be
very surprising if floods on Mars did not likewise modi
their channel topography. Especially in the case of mu
ple floods, which could effect more significant erosion th
a single flood, there is no reason to expect each floo
be bankfull. Evidence of flood levels from undifferentiat
-

-

-

-

l

multiple floods could be spatially mismatched, further d
torting paleoflood height interpretation. Athabasca Va
(Burr et al., 2002b)and nearby Marte Vallis(Burr et al.,
2002b; Fuller and Head, 2002)are both hypothesized t
have experienced multiple floods, which would increase th
likelihood of channel modification. Another modification
Athabasca Valles topography may be a shallowing of
overall channel slope, which is currently 0.0006 m/m or
0.033◦ (Burr et al., 2002a; Burr et al., 2002b, p. 55)pos-
sibly due to post-lava extrusion subsidence(Burr, 2003).

3. Hydraulic background

Brief definitions are here provided of hydraulic term
that will be used in later discussion. The Froude num
Fr, quantifies the criticality of the flow, and is defined
U/

√
(dg), whereU is the flow velocity,d is the water depth

andg is the gravitational acceleration. Flow is regarded
sub-critical whenFr < 1.0 and supercritical whenFr > 1.0.
Flows withFr values around 1.0 may be termed transition

As flow increases in velocity or decreases in depth,
Froude number increases. An increase in Froude num
over a sedimentary bed generally results in a series of
form transitions. First, a lower stage plane bed builds
dune bedforms. These forms then flatten into an upper s
plane bed. Finally, from this surface grow bedforms refer
to as antidunes Descriptions and comparisons of dunes
antidunes are provided inSection 7: Similarity with terres-
trial diluvial dunes, below.

Thus, Froude number values provide an approxim
semi-quantitative guide to the relationship between b
forms and flow conditions. Sub-critical flows with∼ 0.5 <

Fr � 0.84 may contain dunes. For transitional conditions
with Fr � 0.84, dunes tend to diminish in height and m
be washed out completely to be replaced by an upper s
flat bed or antidunes. For supercritical flow (Fr > 1.0), usu-
ally only a flat bed or antidunes are observed. For a m
complete explanation, seeSimons et al. (1965) and Carlin
(1999).

4. The model used in this work

In view of the uncertainties discussed above, a metho
estimating discharge that is both independent of the pre
channel topography and doesnot require assuming or de
termining floodwater height is desirable. A model based
paleobedforms that links their morphology to the discha
that formed them is one such method.Carling (1996b)devel-
oped a model to estimate flow velocity and depth base
hundred-meter-scale transverse periodic bedforms (“du
cf. Ashley, 1990). Diluvial dunes are found in catastroph
flood terrains on Earth. For example, dunes are foun
the Channeled Scabland of Washington state, USA, for
by Pleistocene-age catastrophic flooding from glacial L
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nd

Fig. 2. Aerial photograph showing a portion of theKuray, Siberia, dunes. (The area covered by theaerial photograph is located near the letter ‘K’ in the context
sketch map.) The Kuray dunes are low-amplitude (height< 16 m; length< 200 m), gravel (max sediment size< 0.2–0.5 m), transverse ridges which exte
patchily over a 24-km tract. This photo shows the easterly portion of that tract, which consists of a former lake bed(hence the strandlines in the rightof the
image) where the sediment has accumulated in well-defined dunes. Paleoflow direction is from left to right.
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Missoula(Baker, 1973), and multiple sets of diluvial dune
are also found in the Altai Mountains of south-cent
Siberia (Fig. 2) (Carling, 1996a; Carling et al., 2002).

Dunes transverse to the primary flow direction may
divided into those with relatively straight or gently sinuo
long crestlines (“transverse ridges”), and those with lo
but strongly sinuous crestlines or short crestlines that ar
curved with respect to the main flow (“barchanoid ridge
or “barchan dunes”)(Best, 1996). For simplicity, these
are termed two-dimensional (2-D) or three-dimensio
(3-D) dunes, respectively, afterAllen (1968) and Costello
and Southard (1981). Carling’s dune-flow model(Carling,
1996b)estimates depths and velocities above 2-D dunes
a force balance equation and the partitioning of flow re
tance between form- and skin-drag over the dunes. We
this model in this paper and a very brief synopsis is provi
here; the reader is referred to the original work for a m
complete description.

The model is based on the hypothesis that the dyn
ics and resultant morphology of equilibrium gravel dun
in catastrophic paleoflood flow are similar to those of eq
librium dunes developed in coarse sand by fluvial bedl
transport without suspension. Accordingly, equations
scribing bulk flow parameters over coarse sand are use
modified for flow over gravel dunes. The modeled dune is
sumed to be part of a field of dunes (i.e., an identical dun
assumed to exist upstream). Dune morphology and sedi
size data are used to determine the bed roughness and
velocity at the threshold of motion above the dune cr
This, in turn, allows the construction of a velocity profi
over the crest. Velocities characteristic of the depth-avera
flow are calculated for three conditions: (1) when the d
initially grew from a lower-stage plane bed, (2) when t
dune would have approached transition to an upper-s
plane bed, and (3) when the dune would have finally st
lized on a receding hydrograph. Of these three indepen
s

t
ar

t

estimates of flow velocity, conditions (1) and (3) provi
the lower probable velocities and condition (2) provides
higher possible velocity. The velocity actually represen
by the dunes depends on which stage of their formation
been preserved, which must be determined by the mode

Carling (1996b)applied this hydraulic model to sma
gravel dunes in the Toutle River, Washington State and
tained reasonable agreement with measured values(Dine-
hart, 1992), with the greatest uncertainty associated with
determinations of water depth in the model. He then u
it to estimate discharge for Pleistocene-age flooding ac
the Kuray dune field in the Kuray basin of Siberia (Fig. 2).
Results for the Siberian examples(Carling, 1996b)were of
the order of 5× 104 m3/s for when the dunes were init
ated, 7.5 × 105 m3/s with a maximum depth of a few ten
of meters for the peak flow, and 2× 104 m3/s for when
the dunes were finally stabilized on a receding hydrogra
To date, this has been the only application of the mo
These estimates are not intended to reflect a single m
mum discharge, but encompass the three different stag
dune growth, and so should naturally vary somewhat.

5. Transverse dune-like bedforms in Athabasca Valles

Channel-transverse dune-like bedforms have been
aged in Athabasca Valles (Fig. 3). These forms are ten t
a hundred meters in wavelength scale, sinuous or ge
barchanoid in plan view. They are seen in MOC ima
E10-01384 (resolution 3.1 m/px), located near 9.50◦ N
203.85◦ W (approximately 156.15◦ E), approximately 60
km down slope from the channel’s dual origination poi
at the Cerberus Fossae. (About the same time this w
was submitted, a higher resolution image (R01-007
1.54 m/px) showing the dunes was released. We pre
our quantitative (photoclinometric) work as originally pe
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Fig. 3. Subset of MOC image E10-01384, centered near 9.5◦ N 156.2◦ E,
showing one transverse dune field immediately north of and contiguo
a streamlined form. Parts of two 3-D dune fields are visible farther to
north. Image resolution is 3.1 m/px; image is 3.17 km wide.

formed on the E10-01384 image. We verified our id
qualitatively in the higher resolution R01-00745 image
noted in the text.) The dunes are contiguous to a stream
form near the middle of the channel, although separ
from that form by a narrow swath (up to∼ 200 m wide)
that lacks dunes (a “fosse;” seeSection 7.1: Morphology in
plan view, and Section 8.4: Non-deposition zone, below).
Based on their similarity of form to terrestrial exampl
their channel-transverse orientation, and their location
flood channel, they have been interpreted to be subaqu
dunes(Burr et al., 2002b)or, alternatively, antidunes(Rice
et al., 2002).

Two other fields of dune-like bedforms are located n
the primary field. The southwestern-most tip of a sec
field can be seen∼ 0.3 km north of the primary field; th
third field is located∼ 0.8 km farther north of that. In
contrast to the 2-D bedforms in the southern-most fi
the forms in the northern fields are short 3-D bedfor
with strongly sinuous or recurvedcrestlines. Their disjointe
s

Fig. 4. Cartoon illustrating the principle behind our photoclinometry tech
nique. The albedo varies with slope, so that the slopes angled toward the S
appear brighter, and the slope angles away from the Sun appear darke
bottom line represents the surface, and the color in the box is an exam
the DN of a pixel taken from a surface of that slope. (a) The surface is t
towards the Sun (‘upsun’), such as the southwesterly slope of Athabasc
dunes. The pixel representing that is lighter than in (b). (b) The surfa
flat, such as the trough of the Athabascan dunes. The pixel representin
is of medium tone. (c) The surface is tilted away from the Sun (‘downsu
such as the northeasterly slope of Athabascan dunes. The pixel repres
that is darker than in (b).

forms make them unsuitable for inclusion in the hydrau
modeling presented here, and we do not discuss them fu

6. Photoclinometry technique

For the Athabascan bedforms, the relative slopes wer
termined from a profiling (1-D) photoclinometry techniqu
which builds on the point (0-D) technique detailed inBeyer
et al. (2003). The photoclinometry technique makes so
assumptions about the scene in order to obtain slope
timates for each pixel. Firstly, it assumes that there is
overall tilt to the terrain. We considered this valid for th
image, as the overall slope of the channel derived from g
ded MOLA topography is only 0.0006 m/m (0.034◦).

Secondly, photoclinometry also assumes that the sur
material has a constant albedo such that small-scale br
ness variations are entirely due to variations in the top
raphy of the surface (Fig. 4). This assumption also seem
reasonable. The dunes are located at the edge of a
thermal inertia (i.e., dusty) region(Mellon et al., 2000),
but this dust appears in general to be evenly distribu
over the dune forms that we measured, and thus w
not significantly bias our measurements. The sunward
ing slopes of the dunes appear as the brightest parts o
dunes, which is in accord with the image’s incidence an
(43.67◦). The inter-dune areas (troughs) are of a med
tone. For the upsun slope brightness to be due to
cover, dust must have been deposited preferentially on
upsun slopes. Previous work(Thomas and Veverka, 197
Fenton and Richardson, 2001)indicates the prevailing win
direction to be northeasterly in this region. If it were tra
ported by the prevailing winds, any dust would thus pile
preferentially on the northeastern or downsun slopes,
the bright upsun slopes. However, dust is not moved
ily by unidirectional wind flow(Greeley and Iverson, 198
p. 253), but is instead transported by large dust storms, b
keting extensive areas rather uniformly. Thus, it is unlikely
that bright dust would be preferentially blanketing one s
of the dune troughs. This unlikelihood, in conjunction w
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the medium tone of the dune troughs, indicates to us
this second photoclinometry assumption is valid. Isolated
eas for which this assumption appears invalid, e.g., batc
dunes at the eastern edge of the image which appear to
brighter material in the troughs, were not measured. (
Section 9.2: Infill, for a morphologically-based estimate
other infill.)

The technique uses a lunar-Lambert photometric func
to create a lookup table of the ratio of observed brightn
for a range of surface slopes. It then ratios the data num
(DN) values of each pixel to the average DN value for
profile and compares that directly to ratios in the lookup
ble to derive the slope for each pixel. The accuracy of
technique is limited by the haze in the martian atmosph
(the “haze” in the images being actually a combination
atmospheric haze and offset calibration residual in each
age). One technique to correct for haze is to use the m
mum pixel value in each scene as the haze value to sub
(Beyer et al., 2003). This estimate, which generally errs t
wards overcompensating the true haze value, would re
in maximal slopes and topography. In our dune flow mo
this would give a maximal model discharge. Instead,
estimated a much smaller 5% of the average DN valu
attributable to haze. This amount is a more conservative e
timate of the haze value than the minimum pixel value,
if less than the true haze value would result in model slo
shallower than the true slope values, and therefore more
dued topography. This would make our dune flow mo
results more conservative with respect to the total flow.

This profiling photoclinometry technique measures slo
most accurately in the downsun direction. In other dir
tions, the measured slope would differ from the true slop
a function of the cosine of the angle between the down
and the dip directions. The Athabascan transverse bedf
are generally perpendicular to the downsun direction so
with this technique, we could measure the slopes of inte
directly, namely, the stoss and lee slopes of the bedforms
made 72 measurements across roughly 45 individual for

We obtained estimates of bedform topography (Fig. 5b)
from the slope measurements. Beginning sunward of
dune, we multiplied the image resolution by the tangen
the slope to arrive at the difference in elevation across
pixel in the downsun direction. Naturally, the errors in t
elevation values build up with distance along the profile.
estimate the error in slope to be 2◦–4◦, and based on a 2 de
gree error in slope, the error in height estimates of the d
forms is� 1 m (up to 50% of the height of an individu
form).

7. Similarity with terrestrial diluvial dunes

In making the case for analogy between terrestrial d
vial dunes and the Athabascan features, we present qu
tative morphologic similarities between the two, giving t
Siberian data and then the Athabascan measurements
e

t

-

-

e

find distinct dissimilarities between the Athabascan featu
morphology, hydraulics, and preservation, and those of
tidunes.

7.1. Morphology in plan view

The Kuray dunes (Fig. 2) are straight to slightly sinu
ous throughout most of the field but become more sinu
to barchanoid in the north, where they would have exp
enced deeper and faster flow(Carling, 1996a, pp. 651–652.
Wavelengths (i.e., the distance downslope between two
ferent dunes) range from 15 to 30 m on the south side o
dune field, and up to 200 m on the northwest side(Carling,
1996a). Where the dunes are barchanoid in the north,
spacing between dune saddles (i.e., transverse to the ch
along the same dune) is generally 60–120 m (entire ran
30–150 m). (For terminology, seeFig. 5a.)

Flood-generated dunes also occur at Little Jaloma
Siberia(Carling, 1996a)where they are found within a ben
in the flood channel. At this location, dunes do not deve
close to the valley wall on the inside of the bend; rather th
is a non-depositional flat bed zone or ‘fosse’(Bretz et al.,
1956)between the valley wall and the dunefield. The du
are barchans or barchanoid towards the inside of the b
but become higher, of increased wavelength, and with m
continuous crestlines towards the channel center. Such a r
sponse is usually associated with an increase in sedi
supply in the deeper, faster and thus more competent
in the channel center(Allen, 1968, 1984).

The Athabascan dune-forms are slightly sinuous to
chanoid in plan view, with a saddle-to-saddle spacing
∼ 50–100 m, with an average value of∼ 75 m. The wave-
lengths range from∼ 20 to∼ 135 m, with an average valu
of ∼ 60 m (Rice et al., 2002, give an average wavelength
53.6 m). There is a distinctive fosse between the dune
and the channel wall (Figs. 3 and 8; seeSection 8.4: Non-
deposition zone below). The fosse is most well develop
immediately downstream of the crater rim’s greatest exten
(point S inFig. 8) which would have been a point of flo
separation in the flood flow.

7.2. Morphology in the vertical dimension

7.2.1. Slopes
The Kuray dunes have stoss slope angles of 3◦–10◦. The

lee slope angle of the smaller Kuray dunes is as little as◦,
whereas on the larger dunes the lee slope angle is 17◦–19◦.
(SeeFig. 5afor illustration of terms.) The Kuray dunes o
all sizes show a definite tendency toward asymmetry w
∼ 85% of the dunes having longer stoss sides than lee s
(Fig. 6).

The Athabascan features display stoss slope angles
ing from 4◦–14◦ and lee slope angles ranging betwe
8◦–20◦. Like the Kuray dunes, they also show strong t
dency toward asymmetry with∼ 90% having longer stos
sides than lee sides (Figs. 5b and 6).
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. (a) Definition diagram for terms pertaining to dune morphology (modified fromCarling, 1996b). Flow direction is from right to left. (b) Exemplar
profiles obtained using photoclinometry of the Athabascan dune forms. Vertical exaggeration is∼ 5×. a. and b. are steep asymmetric dunes with distinc
summits and brink points. c. and d. show degrees of crestal flattening such that a near-horizontal or low gradient platform is present between the platform point
and the brink point.
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This asymmetry is characteristic of dunes. Dunes m
downstream primarily through tractive entrainment of s
iment from their stoss sides. Deposition of sediment
their lee sides often occurs by avalanching, in which m
terial spills over the crests of the dunes and is depos
close to the angle of repose (∼ 32◦). For a broad range o
sediment sizes, this movement may also occur through
position from bedload sheets (e.g.,Whiting et al., 1988).
Bedload sheets move over the underlying bedforms as
herent groups of fast moving layers of mobile grains, wh
move much faster than the dunes. As such, the bedload
grains run-out farther than avalanching grains and so
to reduce the leeside angles to less than the angle of re
This mechanism is believed to have predominated in the
-

t

.

of the Kuray dunes(Carling, 1996a). Despite the importanc
of this latter mechanism, however, the lee sides of dunes
tend to be steeper than the stoss sides, which form thr
the (slower) movement of sediment up the stoss slope ag
gravity. Thus, the majority of dunes are asymmetric, w
shallower stoss slopes and steeper lee slopes (e.g.,Yalin,
1977, p. 209, Fig. 7.1).

7.2.2. Height : length ratio
The Kuray dunes have a maximum height of∼ 16 m and

a maximum length of 200 m. The Athabascan forms h
a maximum height of just over 5 m (the large majority
under∼ 3.5 m high; seeFig. 7) and a maximum length o
∼ 130 m. Both sets of dune-forms show a similar maxim
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Fig. 6. Asymmetry plots for the Kuray dunes and the Athabascan feat
The plot shows a similar scatter distribution of asymmetry and steep
for both sets of bedforms, and a similar percentage of points having lo
stoss sides than lee sides. This asymmetry and scattered distribution is
acteristic of subaqueous dunes.

ratio of height to length (H : L) (Fig. 7). A number of labora-
tory studies (e.g.,Engelund and Hansen, 1966; Bridge, 19
Allen, 1984; Carling, 1990) have shown that as flow streng
increases, dunes grow in height up to the transition to up
stage plane bed, at which point they begin to lose hei
This behavior results in bell-shaped plots ofH : L as cur-
rent speed increases (e.g.,Carling, 1999). Thus duneH : L
is an indication of the stage of dune development. A num
of field investigations (summarized byAshley, 1990) have
shown that dunes reach a maximum value ofH : L when
developing in steady flow at which time they are conside
to be in ‘equilibrium’ with the flow. For dunes in the range
10 m high and 100 m long, this ratio is around 0.08 to 0.
with the value decreasing for longer wavelength dunes
calculated using the limiting equation from(Ashley, 1990,
Fig. 9A). TheH : L ratio for the steepest of the Kuray an
the Athabascan dunes approaches∼ 0.12 (Fig. 7). Thus,
it may be concluded that not only had some of the m
tian dunes reached a maximum steepness but also they
probably in equilibrium with the formative flow.

Both sets of dune forms also show a wide range ofH : L
ratios, apparent in the scatter of data points (Figs. 6 and 7).
This is characteristic of dunes, which form and reform re
tively slowly in response to changing hydraulic conditio
and so display a range of asymmetries(Carling, 1996a).
With an averageH : L ratio of 0.029, the Kuray dunes hav
a standard deviation of 0.016. With an averageH : L ratio
of 0.055, the Athabascan features have (coincidentally)
same value for the standard deviation.

7.3. Counter-indications of antidune classification

In contrast to the evidence of dune classification,
analyses show little hydraulic, preservational, or morpho
logical support for the Athabascan features’ classificatio
antidunes(Rice et al., 2002). Dunes form during subcritica
-

e

Fig. 7. Measurements of the Athabascan features, with the limitingH : L

ratio shown by the straight line slope. The limiting slope value of 0.1
characteristic of subaqueous dunes.

flow (i.e., Froude numbers less than∼ 0.84;Carling, 1999).
This dune:antidune threshold value is theoretical and
be reduced in deep flows(Carling and Shvidchenko, 2002;
yet there are no theoretical or empirical arguments for
tidunes to develop in flows with Froude numbers as
as those associated with peak flow depths in the Atha
can flood model ofBurr (2003), i.e., 0.3 to 0.5. Although
this would not preclude antidunes developing on other fl
stages when the water depth was lower (i.e., the Froude n
ber was higher), the gentle channel gradient is not condu
to the development of transitional or supercritical flow at a
flood stage.

A more compelling argument is based on preserva
potential. Antidunes are transitory, usually persisting
tens of seconds and only in restricted parts of the flow
are transitional or supercritical(Reid and Frostick, 1987).
On Earth, antidune morphology is rarely preserved follo
ing natural floods with extended recession limbs; pre
vation seems to require a very rapid recession of the
drograph to prevent washout(Shaw and Kellerhals, 1977
Alexander and Fielding, 1997). In both of these terrestria
examples, the amplitude of the preserved antidunes
muted and only a couple of individual bedforms were p
served from inferred trains of many antidunes. This p
preservation is in clear contrast to the many preserved
restrial dune fields in Siberia and the Channeled Scabl
and to the excellent, distinct preservation of the Athabas
bedform train both in plan and in section (Figs. 3 and 5b).

Most compelling are arguments based on morpholo
Whereas dunes are commonly asymmetric with lee s
steeper than the stoss sides, antidunes in contrast are u
symmetric(Allen, 1968, 1984; Yalin, 1977)or are frequently
steeper on the stoss side than the lee side(Pettijohn et al.,
1987, pp. 228–229; Alexander and Fielding, 1997). This
contrast results from the distinct difference between the fl
conditions above dunes and those above antidunes, sp
cally, the phase difference between surface water waves
the bed undulations. For dunes, the water surface is o
phase with the bed, the flow is steady, and the water sur
does not interact significantly with the bedform crest. For
tidunes, the water surface is in phase with the bed, the flo
unsteady, and there is significant interaction between wate
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surface and the bed such that bedforms build and collaps
peatedly (e.g.,Allen, 1984, p. 285). Although the occasiona
development of an antidune with an asymmetry simila
that of a dune is not precluded in nature, the authors k
of no field reports of antidune trains wherein the majority
the bedforms display dune-like asymmetries.

Flow separation is a condition whereby the main curr
in a flow separates from the bed or channel bank, usu
at a location where there is a sharp reentrant in the
or bank profile. Within the reentrant, the flow is very tu
bulent and often a re-circulating flow cell develops. Suc
recirculating cells may often occur in the lee side of du
because the flow separates in the region of the dune cre
brink point. Allen (1980, p. 309)and others suggest inte
mittent flow separation occurs when the lee slopes of b
forms are at least 5◦ to 9◦. Permanent separation is observ
around 10◦ to 15◦ (Zilker et al., 1977; Zilker and Han
ratty, 1979; Ruck and Makiola, 1990; Best and Kostasch
2002). Given that the lee side angles for the Athabas
bedforms are in the range 8◦–20◦, it is reasonable to con
clude that persistent separated flow occurred in the le
many, if not all, of the Athabascan bedforms. Such a c
clusion is inconsistent with an antidune hypothesis beca
as summarized byAllen (1984, p. 275), flow separation
above antidunes is absent or weak, and time-averaged
lines deform smoothly around the bedforms(Kennedy, 1961
Engelund and Hansen, 1966). Rather, the large majority o
the Athabascan features, like the Kuray bedforms, displa
asymmetries and leeside angles consistent with a dune
pretation.

The variance in theH : L ratio for groups of antidune
within any one bedform train is slight as the antidunes
general all form roughly at the same time(Allen, 1984,
p. 413). This is in contrast to the Athabascan features, wh
show a wideH : L variance (Fig. 7), with the same standar
deviation as that of the Kuray dunes.

Flume and field studies show that some antidunes w
individual trains, usually those in the faster flows, deve
3-D morphologies. In plan, these 3-D forms appear as
tinctive en echelon ellipsoidal mounds and hollows, whic
are much more common for antidunes than 2-D geome
(Allen, 1968). These distinctive 3-D bedforms are not se
in the primary field of bedforms in Athabasca Valles, wh
the forms are predominately 2-D.

On the basis of their preservation, the hydraulics lik
associated with their formation, and the morphology deri
from our photoclinometric measurements, we conclude
the Athabascan bedforms, like those in Siberia, are d
and not antidunes.

8. Evidence regarding a possible aeolian origin of the
Athabascan dunes

When viewed in plan, aeolian transverse dunes can
very similar appearance to subaqueous transverse d
-

r

,

-

s,

Fig. 8. MOC image of dunes in Athabasca Valles, annotated to show
tures discussed inSections 7 and 8above. The fosse is outlined by the th
black line. The black arrows point out the general location of bluntly
concordantly terminated dunes. The white arrows lie parallel to bright wind
streaks. The black circles surround possible∼ 5–9 m boulders. See text fo
discussion of points A, B, and S.

including linear, sinuous and barchanoid morpholog
(Greeley and Iverson, 1985, p. 163). For example,Carling
(1996a, p. 654)notes the consistent wavelength to transve
span (L : W ) ratios reported for both aeolian and floo
formed barchanoid dunes. The same conclusion applie
dunes viewed in section. That is, aeolian and diluvial du
may have similarH : L ratios(Ashley, 1990, Fig. 9B)and
asymmetries.

This applies to the Athabascan dunes. The sizes of te
trial aeolian dunes include the size of the Athabascan d
(Greeley and Iverson, 1985), and the reported height of mo
terrestrial aeolian dunes with a wavelength spacing of
than 100 m is less than 5 m(Lancaster, 1995), consistent
with the Athabascan dune measurements. Thus the siz
shape of the Athabasca dunes are not uniquely diagnos
their origins; they could be aeolian dunes. However, o
characteristics (annotated onFig. 8) do help in determining
which fluid—air or water—formed them. We discuss sev
other characteristics of the Athabascan dunes, and con
that, although not all of the characteristics are conclus
the preponderance of them indicates the dunes to be fl
formed.

8.1. Flattening

The Athabasca dunes in general appear distinctly
tened, both inFig. 3 (especially noticeable farther dow
stream, i.e., in the lower left of the image) and in photo
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nometry profiles (Figs. 5b, 5c, and 5d). Flattening can occu
in either aqueous or aeolian processes. In water flow,
tening can result from depth limitation, i.e., the water de
does not permit greater dune growth. Individual MOL
points show that the dunes sit 40–50 m below the top
the streamlined form next to it, forms that have been
pothesized(Burr et al., 2002a, 2002b; Burr, 2003)to have
formed from deposition of sediment from the flood wat
If this hypothesis is correct and the dunes and the stre
lined form developed during the same flow, then the du
sitting several tens of meters below the flood’s peak hei
would not have been flattened due to depth limitation du
peak flows. Fluvial flattening can also result from transit
to an upper stage plane bed at transcritical flow (i.e., Fro
numbers∼ 0.84–1.2). However, the dunes, if diluvial, wou
have formed at subcritical Froude numbers; likewise, pr
ous computer modeling calculated significantly subcrit
flow (Froude numbers 0.3–0.5)(Burr, 2003). Lastly, dunes
may also be flattened as a result of transition to a lo
stage plane bed during receding flow, i.e., wash out. C
stal flattening of the Siberian dunes is attributed to this ca
(Carling, 1996a), and this appears the most reasonable ca
for the observed flattened crestal platforms of the Athab
can dunes.

Aeolian dunes can likewise display crestal flatteni
This has been attributed to coarse grain size(Tsoar, 1986)
and/or strong winds(Lancaster, 1985). Sustained strong
winds do not appear characteristic of the present day ma
environment(Sullivan et al., 2000). However, martian dun
sand is slightly coarser than terrestrial dune sand(Edgett and
Christensen, 1991), and the flattened crestal platforms cou
have been formed in significantly coarser sediment und
paleowind regime.

8.2. Wind streaks

Wind streaks are patterns of contrasting albedo tha
sult from aeolian processes(Greeley and Iverson, 1985
p. 209). We observe bright wind streaks oriented ES
WNW across the image that appear to originate at sc
along the streamlined form (Fig. 8). They are at a simila
angle to low-thermal inertia swaths of secondary cra
that trend southeast-northwest across Athabasca Valle
(McEwen et al., 2003), but can be distinguished from the
on THEMIS IR images as not being located within a s
ondary swath (see, for example, image I04133003, a
able athttp://themis-data.asu.edu). These wind streaks in
dicate a present wind direction from the east-southeas
almost at right angles to that which would be cons
tent with the formation of the Athabascan dunes by wi
However, previous research(Thomas and Veverka, 1979
Fenton and Richardson, 2001)indicates that recent win
flow was northeast to southwest, which would be consis
with the dunes’ formation by wind. Thus, the dunes’ orie
tation indicates that either they are not aeolian or, if they
aeolian, they formed under a recent paleowind regime.
8.3. Grain size

The grain size of the sediment in the dunes would
the clearest indication of whether they were formed
wind or by water. Although the size of grains transpor
in catastrophic floods cannot be calculated analytically,
posits from terrestrial catastrophic floods with estimated
charges on the order of 1–10× 106 m3/s contain sedimen
of boulder-size(O’Connor, 1993), including boulders sev
eral meters in diameter (e.g.,Baker, 1978a, p. 71). The lower
gravity on Mars would result in slower water flow and the
fore a smaller sized grain that could be transported, b
also decreases the weight of the rock. So the net effe
Mars’ lower gravity is to increase the transport compete
for a given water flow by a factor of a several (for the sm
est grains) to a factor of∼ 1.6 (for the largest grains up t
10 cm in diameter) (factors estimated fromKomar, 1980,
Fig. 1 and Table 1). Thus, martian flood flow on the order
∼ 1×106 m3/s might be expected to have transported gra
of a size similar to those found in terrestrial flood depos
i.e., boulders a few meters in diameter, if such sediment w
available. The basalt proposed to dominate the terrain
rounding Athabasca Valles may well provide sedimen
such size, as the Yakima Basalt of the Columbia River Ba
Group provided to the Channeled Scabland flood(Baker,
1978a).

In contrast, wind on Mars, because of the low
mospheric density, must be considerably stronger than w
on Earth to transport the same sized grains(Greeley and
Iverson, 1985, pp. 68–70). Aeolian dunes on Mars hav
been shown to be composed of medium to coarse sand
grain size on the order of a few hundred microns(Edgett
and Christensen, 1991). Wind sorts sediment well, so that
is unlikely to find grains much larger than several hund
microns in martian aeolian dunes.

Thus, the presence of boulders in the Athabasca d
would indicate their formation by catastrophic flood flo
unless those boulders were protruding from the channel
below the dunes. A few clusters of 3 to 6 pixels on the hig
resolution R01-00745 MOC image look boulder-like, be
brighter on their sunward sides and darker on their down
sides (Fig. 8). If these clusters of pixels are boulders, th
would be approximately 5–9 m in diameter. This would
clearly too large for them to be aeolian sediment, but a re
sonable size for diluvially transported boulders. Howev
we could not make a conclusive determination of those p
sible pixel clusters as boulders. Thermal inertia calculatio
by providing constrains on the dunes’ average grain s
would help suggest which fluid formed them; such work
in progress.

8.4. Non-deposition zone

A thin swath of channel floor lacking dunes separates
streamlined form and the dune field immediately to its no
(Fig. 8). In the Channeled Scabland, such a zone of n

http://themis-data.asu.edu
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deposition between diluvial bedforms (e.g., dune-covere
bars) and the channel wall has been termed a “fosse”(Bretz
et al., 1956, pp. 977–979, Plate 8). Similar non-depositiona
zones forming hollows between bedforms and the va
wall have been described and latterly modeled byCarling
(1987, 1989)who attributed them to flow separation imm
diately downstream of a flow expansion or channel be
This subaqueous interpretation appears consistent with
Athabascan dunes. The dunes pattern shows that de
tion diminished immediately downslope of the eroded
pact crater, where the outward momentum around the c
would have caused the flow to separate from the stream
form wall (point S inFig. 8). Dune deposition then occurre
progressively closer to the bar a few hundred meters fur
downslope, but is obscured either by outwash from the d
fissure in the streamlined form (point A), or by ejecta fro
the crater (point B inFig. 8) which appears from its lighte
color to be one of the multiple secondary craters in this ch
nel (McEwen et al., 2003). A further poorly defined zone o
non-deposition can be traced downslope along the side o
valley wall.

Such distinctive longitudinal zones of non-deposition a
generally not seen in aeolian dune fields, due to the more
fuse nature of aeolian sediment transport. Wind flow tra
porting sediment in a direction perpendicular to a cliff
other obstacle can result vortex return-flow from the ob
cle and in a band of non-deposition between the obst
and the associated echo dune (“moat,”Greeley and Iverson
1985). For the formation of such a moat, however, the d
should be oriented approximately normal (traveling perp
dicular) to the obstacle, whereas the Athabascan dune
oriented perpendicular to the edge of the streamlined fo

8.5. Blunt, concordant termination of outer tips of dunes

The spanwise ends of dune crestlines are usually ter
‘defects’ or ‘terminations’(Anderson and McDonald, 1990
Werner and Kocurek, 1997, 1999). The outer (i.e., awa
from the streamlined form) terminations are remarkably c
cordant or aligned with each other and blunt with a squa
appearance (Fig. 8). These blunt, concordant terminatio
suggest sedimentation which is controlled by topogra
i.e., subaqueous sedimentation in which the flow is ch
nelized. In contrast, aeolian dunes if linear generally disp
more pointed tips (e.g.,Wilson et al., 2003, Fig. 5), or if
barchans do not show alignment of the terminations or
saddles (e.g., image 23a and b inEdgett and Malin, 2000).

8.6. Contiguity of dune field to streamlined form

The Athabascan dune field hugs the curve of the nort
side of the streamlined form. This is characteristic of diluv
dunes, which are closely controlled by topography and fl
obstacles. In contrast, aeolian dune fields tend more tow
the formation of broad flat sheets (e.g.,Breed et al., 1987)
unless topographically confined as within a crater(Malin
i-

r

e

s

and Edgett, 2001, pp. 23495–23496). The narrow, contigu
ous form of the Athabascan dune field with no confinem
on its northern side indicates formation by a fluid that w
significantly controlled by the topography, i.e., water.

8.7. Albedo

The Athabascan dunes are of a moderate albedo
lar to both the channel floor and the adjacent streaml
form. This departs from the very broad classification of
olian dunes as dark-toned and from the commonly obse
contrast between wind-transported sediment and the m
solid surface on which it lies(Malin and Edgett, 2001). The
similarity of albedo suggests a similarity of size and/or co
position for the material comprising the dunes, the cha
floor on which it rests, and the streamlined form. This m
be a result of the three surfaces all being comprised of d
vial sediment.

In summary, the dunes’ morphology and flat tops
consistent with either aeolian or diluvial formation. The fl
tening of the dunes and their orientation at right angle
visible wind streaks indicate that if they are aeolian, t
were formed in a paleowind regime. Definitive informati
on grain size is lacking. The fosse, the blunt concord
outer terminations of the dunes, the dunes’ contiguity to
streamlined form and their albedo appear more consis
with subaqueous formation. Weconclude from this evidenc
that the dunes are diluvial.

9. Other considerations

Here we discuss two other considerations that impac
analysis of the dunes as diluvialbedforms: (1)the possibility
that the dunes formed not during continual channelized fl
flow, but during a sudden efflux of slow moving or stagn
ponded water, and (2) the amount of dust infill.

9.1. Possible formation of the dunes in ponded water efflux

Diluvial dunes can be created in catastrophic releas
ponded water. Dunes in glacial Lake Missoula were
of the primary indications of the catastrophic water effl
from the lake(Pardee, 1942), which led to the carving o
the Channeled Scablands(Baker, 1978b). Likewise, some o
the Siberian dunes are thought to have resulted from st
currents generated during outflow from a glacial lake as de
termined from ground penetrating radar(Carling et al., 2002
p. 24). Such a scenario is possible for the Athabascan d
as well, as they sit at the upslope end of a reach of cha
hypothesized to have been a site of temporary ponding(Burr,
2003, p. 661–662), but we have no way to asses this pos
bility remotely. If the dunes did form during ponded wa
efflux, the modeling presented here would reflect only
magnitude of that efflux and not a flood emanating from
Fossae.
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9.2. Infill

The troughs of diluvial dunes on Earth, commonly res
ing from flooding associated with glaciation, are often fill
in with glacial flour or loess. For example, the topography
the Siberian dunes is subdued by 0.8 to 1.7 m of post-fl
loess in their troughs(Carling, 1996a, p. 654). The western
Cerberus plains region of Marsis characterized in Therma
Emission Spectrometer data by low thermal inertia, whic
indicative of small grain sizes(Mellon et al., 2000). Thus,
the Athabasca dunes may also have been in-filled with
lian sediment subsequent to their formation.

We discussed above (Section 6: Photoclinometry tech-
nique) why we conclude that bright dust infill is photo
metrically insignificant to our argument that the forms
dunes, which is based in large part on their relative slo
Here we estimate any post-flood infill through comparis
to terrestrial dune morphology. Empirical data show t
terrestrial dunes generally cluster below a maximumH : L
ratio (Ashley, 1990)indicative of dunes being ‘equilibri-
um’ adjustments of the deformable bed to the imposed fl
Dunes falling substantially above or below this ratio c
be regarded as non-equilibrium(Carling, 1996b); for exam-
ple, dunes with larger ratio values are “over-steepened”
hydrodynamically unstable. For a plot of∼ 425 terrestrial
gravel dunes, only 12 points (i.e.,∼ 3%) exceed the limi
line for theH : L ratio for equilibrium dunes (theH : L limit
line, but not the terrestrial data, is shown onFig. 7). The
Athabascan dune data (n = 72) also cluster below Ashley’
H : L limit line; only 1 point (1%) falls above that line. Sub
tracting a hypothesized 0.5 m of dust infilling the troug
increases the dune trough-to-crest heights, and puts 2 p
(3%) above Ashley’sH : L ratio limit. This is an acceptabl
percentage, when compared with∼ 3% for terrestrial data
in excess of the equilibrium value. Subtracting a hypot
sized 1 m of dust infilling thetroughs puts 7 points (10%)
above theH : L ratio limit, which is too large a percentag
in excess of the equilibrium value. We conclude that< 0.5 m
of aeolian sediments have infilled the Athabascan transv
dunes. As a conservative estimate, we modified our dat
0.5 m of infill (shown as open circles onFig. 7) and used this
modified data for our modeling.

10. Modeling

The model uses sediment size information,d50 (the 50%
grain size) andd84 (the 84% grain size), to calculate be
roughness and shear velocity at sediment entrainment
the dunes. This calculation in turn is used to constru
velocity profile of the flow. However, these sediment siz
could not be determined from the MOC images of the dun
With the highest available resolution (1.54 m/px), grains
(boulders) would need to be> 4.5 m in diameter to be vis
ible. As only a few pixel clusters have the potential to
s

r

boulders, we infer that in general the sediment in the du
consists of finer grain sizes.

In the absence of higher resolution image data, we
tiated the model with flow velocities from the previo
HEC-RAS modeling(Burr, 2003)in order to estimate sed
iment size. The HEC-RAS modeling showed velocities
3–5 m/s. For these velocities, sediment sizes 2 mm or fi
would have been transported in suspension(Komar, 1980,
Fig. 2), i.e., by upward currents in turbulent flow that su
port the particles’ weight. Sediment coarser than 2 m
would have been transported as bedload. Bedload is move
by rolling, sliding, or bouncing along the channel botto
although some bedload sediment moves from the cre
one dune to the stoss slope of the next dune in suspen
Dunes, as bedforms, consist predominately of bedload
suspended load. Given this predominance, Komar’s ca
lations, and the visual hint of 5–9 m diameter boulders,
infer that the Athabascan dunes consist of sediment that
smallest is coarser than 2 mm (i.e., gravel). Thus, we use
average dune sediment size of 3 mm (d50 = 3 mm). We fur-
ther assumed that, having been deposited from catastro
flood bedload, the dune sediment is poorly sorted (phi s
dard deviation= 1.60) such that the 84th percentile se
ment diameter,d84, is equal to 9 mm(Boggs, 1995, p. 89
Swan and Sandilands, 1995).

We used these sediment size percentiles to run the
flow model. That is, we used the grain sizes along with
dune dimensions to calculate the combined grain and f
roughness of the dunes and the velocity profile of the fl
(seeCarling, 1996a, 1996b, pp. 171–175). From that pro-
file, we estimated the velocities associated with the th
stages of dune growth, namely,initiation (with Shields’ non-
dimensional ratio set to 0.045), maximum developmen
incipient wash-out, and stabilization on a waning hyd
graph. We also calculated grain and form drag friction f
tors, which allowed us to estimate flow depths (seeCarling,
1996a, 1996b, Eqs. (13) and (15)). Our results were as fol
lows: at dune initiation, velocity and depth were 0.42 m/s
and 3.7 m; at maximum development, they were 0.86 m/s
and 4.10 m; and during waning flow stabilization, they w
0.49 m/s and 2.3 m.

As per the continuity equation, discharge estimates
quire flow width. In the HEC-RAS modeling, flow margin
were constrained in part by the boundary between the
terpreted diluvially lineated terrain within the topograph
(MOLA) channel and the surrounding unlineated terrain (
Burr, 2003, Fig. 2A). This boundary is visible in only a
couple of MOC images near the dune field, and no M
images show the flow margin at the channel cross-sec
through the dune field itself. Thus, we used the flow mar
as interpolated by the HEC-RAS modeling in our discha
calculations. This modeled flow width was 18.9 km. The
fore, the discharges for the three stage of dune growth w
about 2.9×104, 6.7×104, and 2.1×104 m3/s, respectively

This 3 mm grain size represents an extreme lower l
for the size of sediment that would have been transporte
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bedload. And it results in model flow depths that barely
ceed or fail to exceed the heights of the dunes. To encom
sediment size uncertainties, we also ran the model for a
iment size one order of magnitude larger (i.e.,d50 = 30 mm,
andd84 = 90 mm).Komar (1980)shows all material of this
size would have been transported as bedload, and be
transport of this size range of material is consistent with
HEC-RAS modeling of bed shear stresses. Dune flow m
velocity for the three stages of dune growth with this lar
grain size was 1 m/s with a depth of around 4 m, 5.5 m/s
with a depth of∼ 20 m, and 3 m/s with a depth of∼ 19
m. Discharge was therefore 7.5 × 104 m3/s for the initial
formation of the dunes, 2.1× 106 m3/s at the dunes’ maxi
mum development, and 1.0× 106 m3/s at the waning stag
stabilization.

These dune model discharge calculations were initi
with HEC-RAS model velocities, instead of with actu
grain size data. Thus, any errors in the HEC-RAS ve
ity modeling, if unconstrained, would result in errors in t
dune flow modeling. For example, the HEC-RAS model
locities may be too slow due to a post-flood shallowing
the channel slope(Burr, 2003, p. 662). However, we have a
independent constraint on the velocity, namely, the pres
of dunes.

The dunes constrain the Froude number. As discu
above (Section 3: Hydraulic background), Fr = U/

√
(dg).

Flume experiments (summarized byGuy et al., 1966) have
shown that dunes are commonly associated with Fro
numbers between∼ 0.5 and∼ 0.84 (upper limit as given
by Carling and Shvidchenko, 2002).

The determination of the Froude number in turn c
strains the velocity. The Froude number calculated from
HEC-RAS modeling was∼ 0.5. If the modeled HEC-RAS
velocity were too low, then the actual Froude number wo
have been greater than this modeled value. This is p
ble, as the Froude number constrained by the presen
the dunes could have been as high as∼ 0.84. If the modeled
HEC-RAS velocity were too high, then the actual Frou
number would have been lower than the modeled va
This is not possible, as the modeled value is already a
lower limit for dune formation; nor, frankly, does it see
physically realistic, as the flow velocity is already quite l
compared to measured velocities in terrestrial rivers (
Dinehart, 1992).

As noted byCarling (1996b), the water height is the mo
uncertain of the parameters determined by the dune
model. The maximum water heights calculated by the d
flow model are lower (by∼ 50%) than those derived from
the HEC-RAS model constrained by MOC and MOLA da
In principle, dunes can form in the deeper water flows.
certainty in the HEC-RAS model heights results in part fr
the spacing of the MOLA data points and the surety w
which the geomorphology in the MOC image can be in
preted. We hold either model to be accurate only to wit
an order of magnitude and aim to constrain the disch
only to within that accuracy (seeCarling, 1996a, 1996b).
s
-

d

-
f

Thus, we consider the difference between their modeled
ter heights to be acceptable with these models. The fol
ing argument regarding the water height therefore applie
both the values of the HEC-RAS model, and the values
put from the dune flow model.

We argue again on the basis of the dunes that the va
for peak water depths are approximately correct. If the ac
water height were higher than the model height, this wo
depress the actual Froude number to below∼ 0.5 (its model
value). However, the dunes constrain the Froude numb
� 0.5 up to∼ 0.84. A significantly lower actual water heig
also seems unlikely, because Froude numbers would b
high, i.e., greater than∼ 0.84. The longitudinal lineation
used in the HEC-RAS modeling to constrain flood flow p
vide an indication of the minimum flood water height. Th
is, the peak water height must have been at least as hi
the lineations, and may quite possibly have been exte
some distance above them. (The water height obviously m
also have been at least as high as the top of the dunes, w
is lower than the longitudinal lineations’ highest extent.) T
dunes may have formed at a stage when the water de
were less than their maximum, as indicated by the el
tional extend of the lineations; this is not inconsistent w
dune and flood dynamics.

In summary, the dune flow model gives a set of peak
charge values that vary with the model grain size of the
material. When the grain size is coarse (i.e.,d50 = 30 mm),
the model result is∼ 2 × 106 m/s for stage 2 developmen
which is consistent with the HEC-RAS modeling. Althou
the dune model was initiated with velocities from the HE
RAS model, we consider it to be independently confirm
through the hydraulic constraint imposed by the dunes.
cause the channel may have been steeper during the
flow that formed the dunes, and because the dunes may
formed at a discharge less than peak flow, we conside
discharge values to be minima.

11. Summary and implications

From an analysis of morphology, hydraulics, and pre
vation condition, in comparison with a terrestrial anal
we have concluded that the channel-transverse periodic
forms in Athabasca Valles are dunes. Based on their sim
ity to terrestrial flood-formed dunes, and dissimilarity to t
restrial and martian aeolian dunes, we have also concl
that they were diluvially formed. This is the first documen
occurrence of diluvial dunes in a martian outflow chan
and provides at least one counter example to the hypot
from MOC and THEMIS data(Rice et al., 2002)that outflow
channels on Mars lack depositional bedforms. The dune
dicate that the Froude number of the flood that formed th
was∼ 0.5 to∼ 0.84. The flatness of the dunes suggests
the actual value is at the upper end of that range, whe
prior modeling(Burr, 2003)gave values as the low end
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this range. We attribute this discrepancy to uncertaintie
parameterization of the two different models.

From our application of Carling’s dune flow model, w
have derived a set of possible discharges. The range in
set of values derives in part from three possible differ
stages of dune growth associated with the dune form
(1) incipient growth, (2) near transition to an upper sta
plane bed, and (3) at stabilization on the waning limb of
hydrograph. As discussed above, the Athabascan dune
flattened, and this most reasonably resulted from incip
transition to plane bed conditions (stage (2)).

The range also derives from the use in the model of
different grain sizes. The smaller grain size represents
minimum possible value for material transported as bedlo
and thus the minimum possible value for material in
dunes. It also results in model flow depths that barely exc
or fail to exceed the dune heights. The larger size is an o
of magnitude increase. Inasmuch as it is not an end-mem
and results in more plausible flow depths in compariso
dune heights, the larger grain size represents a more l
value.

For these two most likely scenarios—the Athabasca
dunes formed near transition to a plane bed, and their
terial is coarse—the corresponding discharge from the s
generated discharges is∼ 2× 106 m3/s.

This value is very similar to both previous discharge
timates(Burr et al., 2002a; Burr, 2003). Because Athabasc
Valles originate at a fissure and so were presumably fe
groundwater, surface discharge estimates must be com
ble with groundwater throughflow. Discharges on this or
have been difficult to equate with previous modeling of s
surface flow through a porous medium(Burr et al., 2002b;
Head et al., 2003), although a model with new permeabili
values does provide groundwater discharges equal to t
values(Manga, 2004).

The dunes allow us to make some judgments abou
shape of the hydrograph of the flood that formed the
Coarse gravel dunes in the North Toutle River are recor
to have formed in 1 to 2 days(Dinehart, 1992). This rep-
resents a lower limit for the formation of the Athabasc
dunes, which are about one order of magnitude larger
the Toutle River dunes, and so would have taken longe
grow. The preservation of these dunes indicates that
Athabascan flood receded quickly.
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